ABSTRACT. We consider the structure of certain intermediate domains between a local Noetherian domain R and an ideal-adic completion R* of R that arise as the intersection of R* with a field containing R. In the case where the intersection domain A can be expressed as a directed union of localized polynomial extension rings of R, the computation of A is easier. We examine conditions for this to happen. We also present examples to motivate and illustrate the concepts considered.
We say rl, r2 rL are "limit-intersecting" if A is such a directed union. Two stronger forms of the limit-intersecting condition are useful for constructing examples and for determining if A is Noetherian and excellent. We give criteria for r., r2 rs to have these properties. We close with several concrete examples inspired by the construction.
Background. Over the past forty years, a fruitful source of examples of local Noetherian integral domains D has been domains of the form D "= Q(S) fq (S/a), for certain intermediate local rings (S, n) between R and R. Here S denotes the n-adic completion of S, Q(S) is the fraction field of S, and a is an ideal of S such that the associated primes of a are in the generic formal fiber of S. Using this construction, examples D can be produced containing a coefficient field k such that D has finite In this paper we continue an investigation begun in [HRWI] but we modify the focus and approach. In that article, we found non-trivial examples of ideals a such that the constructions, described above fails to produce a new_ring; that is, where D "= Q(S) fq S/a S, or using the expression D "= L fq R for the intersection, the case where D is a localized polynomial ring over R. Our primary goal here is to obtain interesting Noetherian rings, but we expand our working setting to Krull domains because such an intersection domain D may be a birational extension of S which is not Noetherian. Another modification in this paper is that we consider completions with respect to a principal ideal; this is because in most examples of new Noetherian domains produced using the D Q(S)fq (S/a) construction, the ideal a is extended from a completion of R ..with respect t..o a principal ideal. Finally, we analyze the intersection D "= Q(S) f3 (S/a) (or L f3 R) more systematically here than in [HRW ] " we focus on conditions in order that the intersection be a directed union of localized polynomial rings over R. Suppose r r.
are algebraically independent over K. Then A "= K(r .r.) fq R is a quasilocal Krull domain that dominates 2 R and is dominated by R. Thus A, as a subring of R and an extension ring of R, is a special type of intermediate ring between R and R with fractionA field K(r r.).: Indeed, if a denotes the kernel of the canonical map to R from the completion A of A, then A Q(A)tq (A"/a) has the form described above. The ring A birationally dominates 3 See the introduction to [HRW for more details. 2That is, the maximal ideal of A intersects R in hi. 3That is, A dominates B0 and A is contained in the fraction field of B0. the localized polynomial ring B0 R[rl "t's](m,r, rs). In the present paper we explore the nature of the birational domination of A over B0.
Many of the concepts from our earlier work are useful in this study. In [HRW ] , the elements rl r. 6 are defined to be idealwise independent over R if A B0.
Here, with the assumption that each ri is in the completion of R with respect to a principal ideal (and the z'i are algebraically independent over K), we investigate conditions in order that A can be realized as a directed union of localized polynomial rings over R; that is, A B, where B := lim Bn, and, for each n,
where rl, r,, 6 are series formed by the endpieces of the "t'i (see (2.3) ). Essentially what we require in the present paper is that the conditions of [HRW be satisfied off the proper closed subset of Spec(R) defined by a principal ideal. This leads to the analysis of "limit-intersecting" independence properties for elements rl r, which are algebraically independent over K; these properties are analogs to types of "idealwise independence" over R defined in [HRWI] . As we show in 6, these modified independence conditions enable us to produce concrete examples illustrating the concepts.
Outline. We start in 2 with a motivating example and a description of the rings A and B for particular elements tr and r of a power series ring in two variables over a field. In 3, we give some background material from [HRWl] In order to give a more explicit description of A, we use the last parts or the endpieces of the power series tr and r. Since in later sections of this article endpieces of other power series are used, we describe endpiece power series in general here.
2.3. En.dpece Notation. Let (T, n) be a quasilocal domain such that the n-adic completion T is a normal domain and let 0 z n. Let T* be the z-adic completion of T. For ?' T*, write / Ci Z where C T.
i=0
Then for each n 6 N, we define ?'n, the n th endpiece of , with respect to z:
For each n 6 N, we have the relations (2.3.1) ?'n cnz + 'n+Z.
Returning to Example 2.1, we describe A using an and rn, for n 6 , the endpiece series with respect to x and y, respectively, as described in (2.3). We define Proof Let P be a height-one prime ideal of S. 3.5. PROPOSITION [HRWI, (2.10), (2.14)]. Let dp" S T be an extension of Krull domains and let F denote the fractionfield of S.
U-S
(1) Suppose P T 5 T for every height-one prime ideal P of S. Then S T is weakly flat S F f) T.
(2) If S T is weakly flat, then qb is height-one preserving and, moreover, for every height-one prime ideal P of S with P T 5 T, there is a height-one prime ideal Q of T with Q N S P. 
We.have P c_C_ Q S and P fq D 0. It follows that P is strictly smaller than Q f) S, so Q f) S has height greater than one and so the extension o is not weakly fiat.
Intersections and directed unions
In general the intersection of a normal Noetherian domain with a subfield of its field of fractions is a Krull domain, but is not Noetherian. The Krull domain B in the motivating example (2.1)-(2.4) (in the case where B A) illustrates that a directed union of normal Noetherian domains may be a non-Noetherian Krull domain. Thus, in order to apply an iterative procedure in 5, we consider a quasilocal Krull domain (T, n) which is not assumed to be Noetherian, but is assumed to have a Noetherian completion. To distinguish from the earlier Noetherian hypothesis on R, we let T denote the base domain.
As we mention in the introduction, completions with respect to principal ideals are used in our constructions.
4.1. Setting and notation. Let (T, n) be a quasilocal Krull domain with fraction field F. Assume there exists a nonzero element y 6 n such that the y-adic completion (T, (y)) "= (T*, n*) of T is an analytically normal local Noetherian domain. It then follows that the n-adic completion T of T is also a normal local domain, since the n-adic completion of T is the same as the n*-adic completion of T*. Since T* is (3) Let r r, n* be algebraically independent over F. yBn+, it follows that g yB. Now yB yT* f3 B implies y2B y(yT*fqB) y2T*fqyB yT*fqB. Similarly ytB ytT*NB forevery l.
Since ytT* f) T ytT, T/ytT T*/ytT*, and T/(ytT)
A/(ytA) T*/ytT the assertion in (2) follows. Since T* is Noetherian, the assertions of (3) follow from (2).
For (4) As we state in the introduction, we are interested in the structure of L N R, for intermediate fields L between the fraction fields of R and R. This is difficult to determine in general. We show in Theorem 5.5 that each of the limit-intersecting properties of (5.1) implies L N R is a directed union of localized polynomial ring extensions of R. These limit-intersecting properties are related to the idealwise independence concepts defined in [HRWI] .
5.1 Definition. Let (T, n) be a quasilocal Krull domain with fraction field F, let 0 -7/: y 6 n be such that the y-adic completion (T, (y)) "= (T*, n*) of T is an analytically normal local Noetherian domain of dimension d. Assume that T* and T are weakly flat over T. Let r r, 6 n* be algebraically independent over F (as in (4.1)).
(1) The elements r r, are said to be limit-intersecting in y over T provided the inclusion morphism B0 := T[r Z's](n,r r.) Ty* is weakly fiat (see (3.4)).
(2) The elements r r, are said to be residually limit-intersecting in y over T provided the inclusion morphism B0 := T[r r,]tn,, .,.)
T.,* is LF (see (3.1)).
(3) The elements r r are said to be primarily limit-intersecting in y over T provided the inclusion morphism B0 := T[rl r,]n, .,) ----> Tx*, is flat, or LFd_ (see (3.1)).
Since T,,* and T,, have dimension d 1, the condition L Fd-is equivalent to primarily limit-intersecting, that is, to the flatness of the map B0
T,,*.
5.2. Remarks.
(1) The terms "residually" and "primarily" come from [HRWI] . We justify this terminology in (5.7) and (5.8). It is clear that primarily limitintersecting implies residually limt-intersecting and residually limit-intersecting implies limit-intersecting. (7) Items (3.6) and (4.2) show that in some situations there are no limit-intersecting elements in T*. Indeed, if T is complete with respect to some nonzero ideal I, and y is outside every minimal prime over I, then every algebraically independent r , aiyi T* fails to be limit-intersecting in y. To see this, choose an element x I, x outside every minimal prime ideal of yT; define r :--aix T. Then r cr (x y)T* f3 T[r]. Thus a minimal prime over x y in T* intersects T [r] in an ideal of height greater than one, because it contains x y and r .
5.3. PROPOSITION. Assume the notation and setting of(4.1 and let k be a positive integer with < k < d 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The canonical injection q" B0 "= T[r ](m.r, r.,) ----> T*, is LFk.
(1') The canonical injection q" B0 "= T[r r.]m.r, r.,) -----> Tv is LFk. T. is LFk. T,* is LFk dp" Bo-----T*,isLF,. T is a rank-one discrete valuation domain (DVR). Hence T* is also a DVR and T.,* is flat over Uo T[r r,] . Therefore, in this case, r r, are primarily limit-intersecting in y over T if and only if r r, are algebraically independent over F. 
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(3) With the notation of (4.1), if B is Noetherian, then rl r, are primarily limitintersecting in y over T. For B Noetherian implies T* as the (y)-adic completion of B is flat over B. Hence T.,* is also flat over B, and it follows from (5.3) that r are primarily limit-intersecting in y over T.
(4) By the equivalence of (1) and (2) of (5.3), we see that r r are primarily limit-intersecting in y over T if and only if the endpiece power series r,, r,,, are primarily limit-intersecting in y over T.
5.5 THEOREM. With the setting and notation of(4.1 ), thefollowing are equivalent:
(1) The elements r rs are limit-intersecting in y over T.
( We now give criteria for elements to be residually limit-intersecting or primarily limit-intersecting similar to those in [HRWI] for elements to be residually algebraically independent or primarily independent.
5.7 PROPOSITION.
are equivalent:
With the setting and notation of(4.1 and s 1, thefollowing
(1) The.element r r is residually limit-intersecting in yover T.
(2) If P is a height-one prime ideal of T such that y q P and P fq T 5/: O, then ht(P f3 T['t'](n,r)) 1.
(3) For every height-one...primej.deal...P of T such that y q P an..d for every minimal prime divisor P of P T in T, the image of r in T / P is algebraically independent over the fraction field of T/ P. For (2)=, (1), the argument of (1) = (2) For (3)= (2), again sutpose (2) fails; that is,there exists a prime ideals. P of T of height one such that y P,...P T -0, but ht(P C r[rl) >_ 2. Now ht(P T) l, since LF holds for T T. Thus, with P P T, we have PT[r] < P C T[r]; that is, there exists f(r) (P Cl T[r] ) Pr[r] , or_equivalentlythere is a nonzero polynomial f(x) (T/(.)) [x] so that f(f) 0 in r[rl/(P C r[rll, where f denotes the image of r in T/P. This means that f is algebraic over the fraction field of T/(P C T), a contradiction to (3).
For (2)=:, (3), let P be a height-one prime of R such that P Cl T P - (1) The elements r rL are primarily limit-intersecting in y over R.
(2) For every prime ideal P of Bo := R[r "t's](n,r, r.,) with y PR and dim(B0/P) <_ s, the extension P R is primary for the maximal ideal of R.
Proof. For(l)=(2),letP Spec(B0)besuchthaty PR anddim(Bo/P) < s. We proceed with.the proof of (5.8) as follows. Let W Spec(R) be a minimal prime divisor of P R contained in P. Then 5.9 Remark. It would be interesting to know if a similar statement to that given in (5.8) also holds without the hypothesis that T R is an excellent normal Noetherian domain, i.e., if T is a quasilocal Krull domain as in (4.1) does condition (1) in (5.8) imply condition (2)?
We have the following transitive property of limit-intersecting elements.
5. |0 PROPOSITION. Assume the setting and notation of (4.1). Also assume that s > and for all j {1 s}, set A(j) := F(r "gj) N T. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) r r, are limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over T.
(2) For all j E {1 s}, the elements rl rj are limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over T and the elements rj+ r, are limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over a(j).
(3) There exists a j {1 s}, such that the elements r rj are limitintersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over T and the elements rj+ r are limitintersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over A (j).
Proof. Set B(j) 
rj.l(n,, r,,,). It is clear that (2) == (3). For (3) == (1), items (5.5) and (5.2.1) imply that A(j) = B(j) under each of the conditions on r rj. The definitions of rj+ r,, limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over A(j) together with (5. T**,.
The respective flatness properties for o5 are equivalent to the conditions that r be limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over T. Thus (3) = (1). For (1) = (2), we go backwards. The statement of (1) T**, has the appropriate flatness property. Thus r rj are limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over T. Therefore A (j) B(j), and so A (j) T,,* has the appropriate flatness property. It follows that rj+ r, are limit-intersecting, respectively, residually limit-intersecting, respectively, primarily limit-intersecting in y over A (j) . [HRWI] , an element r (x, y)R is defined to be residually algebraically independent over R if r is al,gebraically independent over the fraction field of R and for each height-one prime P of R such that P fq R -(0), the image of r in R/P is algebraically independent over the fraction field of R/(P N R). It is shown in [HRWI, Theorem 4.4] (i) cr is algebraically independent over Q(x) and p is algebraically independent overQ(y).
"P },r) > trdegQQ(x, 0-U (ii) trdegQQ (y, ox,,--7 Then r cr + p is residually algebraically independent over Q[x, Y](x,y).
Before proving Theorem 6.1, we establish the existence of elements tr and p satisfying properties (i) and (ii) [Ax] .
In either case, Theorem 6.1 implies that r := tr -t-r is residually algebraically independent, and we have the following corollary. 
The rings of the example
To show that r := cr + p is residually algebraically.independent over R, le Q be a height-one prime ideal of R and assume that P "= Q N R 0. Let W "= Q c T.
It is easy to see for P (x) or P (y) that the image f of r in R Q[[x, yll/Q remains algebraically independent over/ Q[x, yl(.y)/P. We show" 6.3. PROPOSITION. Let P e Spec(R) and Q e Spec(R) be height-one primes as in the paragraph above with P =/= (x) and P =/: (y). Then is transcendental over T "= T/W, and the set {6, f3} is algebraically independent over R. In particular r cr + p is residually algebraically independent over R. To complete the proof of (6.3) we prove the following claim:
6.4 Claim. trdegQ() 2, and thus trdegk (7) We have Q(/) Q(y, 2) and Q() Q(y, 6,2) where 2 is algebraic over Q(), and and 6 are algebraically independent over Q. Then p(2) 0. We assign the notation p'(2)"
Thus, we have shown that p'(2)d (2) R.
Next we show:
6.5 Claim. For every element ,k 6 R we have that p'(2)d ()) R.
Proof of(6.5). Let '(x, y) Q [[x, y] ] be a prime element generating Q. Since x and y are not contained in P, the element '(x, y) is regular in x (in the sense of Zariski-Samuel [ZS, p.145 
Since we are in a domain, it follows that d' (or) 
, as desired. The second statment of (6.6) follows by induction.
Completion of proof of (6.3). The field
is closed under d and has the same transcendence degree over Q as the field Q(x, },). Now extends to the algebraic closure of Q(y, a, x, ],) uniquely. If r is algebraic over Q(T), then the set },n is contained in the algebraic closure of the field Q(, {" },n). But this is impossible, since the transcendence degree of (y, "" },n) is too large. of (6.1). Therefore Q(x, y, z) fq (S/P) S Q[x, y, Z](x.y,z).
The prime ideal P is not maximal in the generic fOrmal fiberof S Q[x, y, z](,y,z), since every prime ideal maximal in the generic formal fiber of a polynomial ring in one variable over a two-dimensional ring has height 2. UI Example 6.8 demonstrates that the strong connection between the maximal ideals of the generic formal fiber of a localized polynomial ring and certain birational extensions of this localized polynomial ring does not extend to prime ideals nonmaximal in the generic formal fiber of this ring. (See [HRS] for more details.) 6.9.Example. Again let S Q[x.,y, z]....z. With a slight modification of Example 6.8, we exhibit a prime ideal P in the generic formal fiber of S which does correspond to a nontrivial birational extension; that is, the intersection ring A := Q(S) fq S/P is a spot over S.
Proof. Let r be the element from Theorem 6.1. LetP (z-xr) c_ Q [[x, y,z] ].
Since r is transcendental over Q(x, y, z), the prime ideal P is in the generic formal fiber of S. The The ring Q[x, y, "C]tx,y,r) is then the essentially finitely generated birational extension of S defined as S[z/x]x,y,z/x). I--I Example 6.9 is of interest in connection with [HRS] , where it is shown that if the prime ideal P of O [[x, y, Still referring to p, or, tr as in (6.1) and (6.10) and using the fact that tr is primarily limit-intersecting in y over T, we have _,i=+ biyi-". The philosophy here is that sufficient "independence" of the algebraically independent elements cr and p allows us to explicitly describe the intersection ring A.
The previous examples have been over localized polynomial rings, where we are free to exchange variables. The next example shows, over a different regular local domain, that an element in the completion with respect to one regular parameter x may be residually limit-intersecting with respect to x whereas the corresponding element in the completion with respect to another regular parameter y may be transcendental but fail to be residually limit-intersecting. e y e x2 Therefore W has height greater than one and y is not residually limit-intersecting in y over R. I'q Note that the intersection ring Q(R)(r) Q [[x, y] 
